
Empowering Your Brain Tumor Journey  
with Personalized Resources and Hope

JOIN YOUR 
PATH TO HOPE 



“CREATING 
A BETTER 
PATH FOR 
OTHERS”

Drew Houts, and his wife Julie, faced an unexpected, 
unwanted and unguided future following Julie’s diagnosis 

with a Glioblastoma (GBM) brain tumor in 2020. Their 
journey exposed them to the uncertain treatment path for 
GBM patients. The journey was equally unchartered across 
the medical, emotional and relational landscapes. What’s 

more, the lack of a trusted playbook to provide guidance to 
their personal circumstances was also elusive.  

  
After Julie’s passing in 2021, Drew steadied himself with 

the desire to carry Julie’s legacy forward. His goal: To 
provide a stabilizing Path To Hope for other patients, 
caregivers, and loved ones traveling along the same 

journey. 



JPH 
VISION

Built as an accessible and dedicated content channel on the Brains for the Cure home 
page, through a quick questionnaire, Join Your Path to Hope (JPH) streamlines the 

brain tumor journey. Offering immediate, personalized resources for medical, 
emotional, and relational needs. Our goal is to empower patients and caregivers with 

hope and support across all aspects of the journey. 



THE THREE PATHS
MEDICAL

EMOTIONAL

RELATIONAL

The emotional highs and lows are not ours alone. 
This path gives you the tools to communicate with 

those who are affected by your journey.

Driven by the medical path, this path provides 
resources and tools to both navigate and 

normalize the feelings, thoughts, and emotions 
that may be experienced.

Starting from the physical reality of diagnosis, 
treatment, and prognosis this path is all about 

finding the right care team to carry you through.



INTEGRATION 
WITH BRAINS 
FOR THE CURE

Join Your Path to Hope will strengthen the relevant and 
stable user experience currently offered through the 

Brains for the Cure platform. Join Your Path to Hope will 
optimize BFTC’s potential to significantly grow the 
audience reach, and further help the brain tumor 

community navigate the uncertain and destabilizing 
path forward with brain cancer.



LIGHT 

PERSONALIZED 
PATHS

Users will be guided through a series of 
questions amongst the three paths of their 

journey:  
Medical, Emotional, and Relational.  

Allowing each user to find immediate curated 
resources based on their personal experience 

and the extent of the journey they wish to 
know.



THREE EASY 
STEPS



IN-DEPTH 
QUESTIONS



PERSONALIZED 
RESOURCES



`

CONNECT 
WITH US Sophie Clark 

SOPHIE@HEADFORTHECURE.ORG

Courtney Watson 

COURTNEY@HEADFORTHECURE.ORG

Website 

WWW.BRAINSFORTHECURE.ORG
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